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Mainstream de jure and de facto measures 
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I.  Roadmap 

 Two widely used measures  

 Chinn-Ito index: CN & IN equally closed and not moving 

 Lane/Milesi-Ferretti: China more open & both opening 

 Three questions 

 Is capital internationally mobile in China and India? 

 Which is financially more open?  

 Are they liberalising over time? 

 Eight de facto measures 

 Four price-based indicators 

 Four non-price indicators 
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Three takeaways 

 Our evidence challenges both mainstream measures 

 None of our measures strongly supports Chinn-Ito verdicts 

 Only 1 or 2 fully back Lane/Milesi-Ferretti conclusions 

 On balance, India financially more open than China 

 All four price-based indicators consistently favour India 

 Non-price measures are mixed 

 Both China and India are liberalising over time but still 

have a long way to go, with two surprises: 

 India faces consistent inflow pressures but not China 

 Currency internationalisation: the unheralded rupee matches 

in some way the much discussed renminbi 
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II. Four price-based measures 

 Cross-border deviations from the law of one price 

 Smaller gap indicates less market segmentation 

 A positive value of the gap suggests the underlying 

financial contract is priced cheaper onshore 

 On/offshore price gaps for four financial markets 

 FX forward market: (F-NDF)/S 

Money market: (i – r) 

 Bond market: (i – NDS)  

 Equity market: log(H/A), or log(ADR/M) 
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II.1 On/offshore forward currency 

premium gap 
 



India’s forward premium gap is smaller 
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II.2 On/offshore money market yield gap 
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India’s yield gap is again smaller 
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II.3 On/offshore bond yield gap 
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Again, India’s cross-border gap is smaller 
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Local-currency CGB yields: Shanghai & HK 
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II.4  Shanghai premium & Mumbai discount 
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III.  Non-price measures 

 Four non-price indicators of financial integration 

 Two old ones: 

 Feldstein-Horioka saving coefficient 

 Generalised Lane/Milesi-Ferretti indicator 

Gross external investment positions 

Gross balance of payments flows 

 Two new ones: 

 BIS banking data on banking market openness and 

debt market integration 

 Three dimensions of currency internationalisation 
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III.1 Feldstein-Horioka regression 
China’s coefficient falls to 0.3, comparable to EU in the 1990s 



India’s coefficient has risen towards unity 
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III.2  Stock version of Lane/Milesi-Ferretti 

 



Flow version of Lane/Milesi-Ferretti 
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III.3 Foreign share in banking market 
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Chinese & Indian banks’ footprint in global market 
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Involvements in international debt market 
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III.4  Currency internationalisation  
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International banking in domestic currency 
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International bonds in domestic currency 
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IV.  Summary: pulling things together 
 All four price measures suggest greater integration of India in 

the global financial system 

 The same holds when excluding turbulent episodes 

 The BIS consolidated foreign bank share identifies India as 

financially more open, while Feldstein/Horioka coefficient 

favours China 

 Other measures send mixed messages….. 

 Stock and flow version of Lane/Milesi-Ferretti 

 Dimensions of currency internationalisation  

 None strongly supports Chinn-Ito; only one or two lend some 

backing to Lane/Milesi-Ferretti 

 In sum, India financially more open than China. Both are 

liberalising over time but still have a way to go 


